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 POLICY AND LAW COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES 

April 16, 2020  

Virtual Meeting via Zoom/CART Services Provided 

 

 

Members Present:  Daniese McMullin-Powell, Co-Chair; Gene Aucott, Easter Seals; Kathie 

Cherry, GACEC; Moni Edgar, UCP-CAP; Terri Hancharick, EPIC/Parent; Kristy Handley, 

BIAD; Kristin Harvey, DDC; Stefanie Lancaster, DDC; Sandra Miller, DVI; Robert Overmiller, 

Council on Aging; Laura Waterland, DLP; Todd Webb, Chair/SCPD; Despina Wilson, IRI, Inc.; 

Kyle Hodges, Staff and Jo Singles, Support Staff.     

 

CALL TO ORDER 

 

Kyle called the meeting to order at 1:51 pm since Daniese did not have access to the Agenda.    

 

ADDITIONS OR DELETIONS TO THE AGENDA 

None 

 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

 

The February 13, 2020 minutes were reviewed.  Terri made a motion that the February 13th 

minutes be approved as submitted.  Gene seconded the motion.  The minutes were approved as 

submitted, with no one abstaining or opposing.   

 

REVIEW OF REGULATIONS 

 

Laura reviewed the April 2020 DLP Analysis (handout). 

 

Proposed Regulations 

 

1. Proposed DOE Regulation on Certifications for Special Education Teachers of Students with 

Disabilities, 23 Del. Register of Regulations 808 (April 1, 2020) – Laura made a motion that 

SCPD stay neutral but make recommendations consistent with the language in the DLP 

analysis.  Todd seconded the motion.  The motion was carried with no one opposing or 

abstaining. 

 

2. Proposed DHCQ Regulation 3340 on Free Standing Emergency Departments, 23 Del. 

Register of Regulations 817 (April 1, 2020) – Laura made a motion that SCPD endorse the 

proposed regulation but ask that language be added to the fire safety section to more 

adequately address the needs of individuals with disabilities consistent with the language in 

the DLP analysis.  Todd seconded the motion.  The motion was carried with no one opposing 

or abstaining. 

 

3. Proposed DHCQ Regulation 4469 on Personal Assistance Services Agencies, 23 Del. 

Register of Regulations 818 (April 1, 2020) – Laura made a motion that the SCPD say that 

these regulations mirror the statute consistent with the language in the DLP analysis.  

Daniese recommended that the following sentence be added: “Verify consent with recipients 
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of services that they have capacity in order to make decisions.”  Terri seconded the motion.  

The motion was carried with Robert opposing and no one abstaining.  

 

4. Proposed Dept of Insurance Regulation 903 on Prompt Payment of Workers Compensation 

Claims, 23 Del. Register of Regulations 831 (April 1, 2020) - Laura made a motion that the 

SCPD endorse the proposed regulation consistent with the language in the DLP analysis.  

Gene seconded the motion.  The motion was carried with no one opposing or abstaining. 

 

5. Proposed Dept of Insurance Regulation 1411 on Registration of Pharmacy Benefit Managers, 

23 Del. Register of Regulations 834 (April 1, 2020) - Laura made a motion that the SCPD 

endorse the proposed regulation consistent with the DLP Analysis and advocate for even 

stronger legislation to keep PBMs accountable and actually promote savings as they were 

intended to do.  Terri seconded the motion.  The motion was carried with no one opposing or 

abstaining. 

 

Proposed Legislation 

 

HB  175 - An Act to Amend Title 15 Of the Delaware Code Relating To Voting By Mail – Laura 

initially made a motion that the SCPD endorse the proposed legislation consistent with the 

language in the DLP analysis.  Todd seconded the motion.  After discussion, a decision was 

made to rescind Laura’s motion.  Todd commented that the mail-in option needs to be accessible.  

Kristin added that the language needs to be in plain language for people with intellectual 

disabilities.  Laura said that the system needs to be tested by people with varying disabilities.  

The Department of Elections is agreeable to this, but it needs to take place at their offices due to 

proprietary reasons.  Everything could be subject to change with the current Covid-19 occurring.  

Laura will review this legislation further and provide recommendations.  Any other comments 

can be sent to Kyle.  No “official” comments from SCPD will be sent at this time. 

 

HB 307 – Annual Behavioral Health Well Check – Laura made a motion that the SCPD endorse 

the proposed legislation and ask for clarity about the payment and question if it is exempt from 

the deductibles consistent with the language in the DLP analysis.    Despina asked if people 

would have to be referred by their primary physicians.  Laura commented that the person would 

have to see someone in the Plan.  Kathie seconded the motion.  The motion was carried with no 

one opposing or abstaining.  

 

HB 315 - Delaware Resident Low Income Tax Credit for Automobile Purchase Document Fees - 

Laura initially made a motion that the SCPD endorse the proposed legislation consistent with the 

language in the DLP analysis.  After discussion, a decision was made that no SCPD comment is 

needed.   

 

HB 316 - Delaware Resident Low Income Tax Credit - Laura initially made a motion that the 

SCPD endorse the proposed legislation consistent with the language in the DLP analysis.  She 

added that there is not much impact if it is not a refundable credit.  After discussion, a decision 

was made that Laura will further review this legislation and provide recommendations.  She will 

also review related HB 80, which was introduced in January and compare the two bills to see 

which one is better.  No comments will be sent by SCPD at this time. 
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Final Regulations 

 

1. DHSS Regulation on Community Spouse (Councils endorsed without comment). 

2. DSS Regulation SNAP Definitions (page 873).  Comments noted and ignored, DSS 

indicating that these were definitions and didn’t matter, and that “good  cause” is under 

revision (which they have said for a year now). 

3. DSS Child Care (p. 878).  DSS revised final regulation per Council suggestion to allow 

exceptions to five day rule for parents or children with disabilities who may miss more than 

five days in a month due to disability or sickness.  A letter will be sent thanking DSS for 

making a revision based on SCPD’s recommendation. 

 

Policies 

 

Delaware Division of Motor Vehicles Testing Procedures for Non-English Speaking and Deaf or 

Hard of Hearing Driver License Applicants – Laura noted the need that the procedures be 

amended so deaf and hard of hearing applicants have the option of an interpreter to sign the 

questions and multiple choice answers during the automated written test.  She is unsure what the 

policy means by Non-English Speaking applicant.  Laura stated that more clarity is needed by 

DMV.  Todd and Kyle noted that Amy Anthony (Deputy Director/DMV) is willing to work with 

SCPD.  A motion was made that Kyle will send a letter from SCPD to DMV consistent with the 

DLP Analysis and open the lines of communication for further discussion and collaboration to 

develop a new policy.  He will share this policy with Loretta Sarro and possibly other deaf 

organizations.  Terri seconded the motion.  The motion was carried with no one opposing or 

abstaining. 

 

Division of Public Health’s Crisis Standards of Care Concept of Operations 

 

Laura spoke about this topic and referenced the two handouts related to this topic: 

 

• Letter dated 4/14/20 sent by Laura (DLP) to Secretary Walker (DHSS)/Dr. Rattay (DPH) 

and Dr. Hong (DPH) 

• Letter dated 4/10/20 to Laura from Joann Suder (Deputy Attorney General)  

 

She spoke about some of the more progressive plans, which utilize a scoring evaluation system 

on the critical functions of the body, which would leave a person with significant disabilities 

receiving higher scores, thereby deprioritizing them in pandemic situations.  Another aspect of 

this is allowing doctors to project long term life expectancy and long-term vs. short-term 

prognosis.  This lends itself discrimination to people with disabilities, and people who have been 

marginalized given a lack of access to quality health care and therefore have more co-morbid 

conditions.  Laura stated that she has not received a response from the letter she sent to Dr. 

Walker/Dr. Rattay and Dr. Hong.  She noted that things are rapidly evolving and it is a complex 

problem.  Laura also spoke about DNR (Do Not Resuscitate) issues.  These policies need to be 

more equitable.  Kristy stated that BIAD released a statement about rationing.  She will share this 

with Kyle, along with the letter from BIAA. 

 

After discussion, a decision was made that Kyle would develop a separate letter from SCPD.  

Individualized assessments should be done on whether or not the treatment would benefit the 

person immediately rather than weeding people out by prognosis.  He will utilize the Guiding 
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Principles from the Center of Public Representation, which is endorsed by 90 agencies that Laura 

will send.  Daniese noted there is a lot of input by "Compassion and Choices" and just be aware 

that this organization is the lobby in favor of physician assisted death.  Their input leans toward 

assessing a person’s value and prognosis in determining who gets treatment.  All lives are 

valuable.  Robert commented that a decision will have to be made about who gets the medical 

equipment if five people need it and there are only three available.  Kyle will share a draft letter 

with John, Terri, Todd, and Daniese for their comments or will share with the Executive 

Committee.   

 

Laura spoke about looking at the large number of infections in nursing homes and looking at 

tightening up their rules or how they operate.  Daniese noted that more than half of the deaths 

from COVID-19 were from people in Delaware nursing homes.  Kyle said that he is a member of 

the Nursing Homes Residents Quality Assurance Commission and they should be looking at that 

too.  He will touch base with Margaret Bailey about addressing this issue. 

 

Terri spoke briefly about several people that were looking at the SSI issue regarding people 

receiving the stimulus money.  If someone is a dependent on someone’s income taxes, they are 

not eligible for the stimulus money.  Pat is writing a letter and Senator Poore will put the letter 

on her letterhead and get it to our Congressional delegation.   

 

Legislative Updates 

 

Kyle spoke about the following legislation: 

 

• There was a call with Representative Heffernan, her staff, a legislative attorney and 

SCPD representatives regarding the subminimum wage legislation. Laura stated that she 

received an email two days ago from the legislative attorney but has not had time to 

review.  There had been discussion about repealing the statute, which would be easier 

than repealing the regulation.  Laura will forward the email to Kyle. 

• SCPD/Commission Merger.  The draft legislation is ready to go.  Laura and Marissa 

Band have helped with the language. 

• Remote Access – There are two versions.  One is the SCPD version and another one that 

is broader.  The sponsors are leaning toward the SCPD version.  But the recent 

coronavirus crisis may change the outcome.  Kyle added that all types of technology 

should be available and individual groups can then decide what options are best.  Daniese 

commented that she thought remote access should be available to everyone, not just 

people with disabilities.   

 

OTHER BUSINESS 

None 

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

None 

 

PUBLIC COMMENT 

None 

 

ADJOURNMENT 
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The meeting adjourned at 3:50 pm.   

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

 

Jo Singles 

Support Staff 
policy & law/min 4-16-20 
 

 


